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COMPARABLE WORTH IN SOCIETY
AND IN JEWISH LAW

One of the most explosive civil rights issues of thc 1980's is the "equal
pay for comparable worth" movement. This doctrine demands
compensating work in accordance with its inherent worth. Instead of
giving market forces free reign, comparable worth advocates would
set relative wagc rates on the basis of such criteria as skill, effort,
responsibility, and working conditions. More than 150 initiatives are
currently underway to force this wage policy on government in 40
states and 52 municipalities.

In this paper, we will first delineate the inroads the comparable
worth movement has made thus far in the American economy and
then extrapolate the perspective Halakhah takes on this issue.

COMPARABLE WORTH 1=" AMERICAN SOCIETY

Comparable worth finds its legislative beginning in the Unitcd States
with the passage of the Equal Pay Act of 1963. This act prohibits
employcrs from compensating women less than men when both are
performing equal work on the employer's prcmises, except when the
greater pay is justificd by a widely accepted standard such as
seniority, merit, or output. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
rcinforced the basic intent of the Equal Pay Act by setting forth a
general ban on employment practices that discriminatc on the basis
of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.

Judicial interpretation of the Equal Pay Act has developed a
two-pronged standard for deciding whcther two jobs are equal: they
must havc a substantial common core of work tasks, and sccondly,
they must require equivalent skill, effort, and responsibility for the
work tasks they do not havc in common. i
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Court interpretation of the comparable worth dimcnsion of the
abovc criteria has worked to limit the operational significance of the
Equal Pay Act. In Hodgson v. Brookhaven General Hospital, the
court held that two jobs are not cqual if one of thcm involves

additional tasks which consume a significant amount of time of thosc
receiving the higher pay and have economic value commensurate
with the pay differentiaI.

In Hodgson v. Robert Hall Inc., the employer was paying male
salespersons a higher wage than female salespersons who wcre
performing equal work. The court ruled that the wage discrimination
did not violate the Equal Pay Act. Merit was found in Robert Hall's
contention that the differential was justified on the basis of the
greater economic value of male salespersons. Specifically, the men's
elothing department had a greater average sales volume and profit
pcr salesperson than the women's department. 3

In the 1980's comparable worth advocates have attempted to
push this doctrinc bcyond its recognition in the Equal Pay Act,
demanding that dissimilar work should be subject to job evaluation.
Jobs scoring equal points on the basis of skill, effort, responsibility,
and working conditions should be compcnsated equally.

Comparative worth advocates scored a major victory in the 1983
federal court case AFSCME v. State of Washington. Relying on an
earlicr statc-sponsored study which found that jobs that tended to be
filled by women systematically earned 20% Icss than comparable jobs
held by men, the court ruled that 15,000 Washington state employees
were entitled to immediate raises and back pay to remedy years of
discriminatory treatment. 4 In 1985, howevcr, a federal appcals court
in San Francisco reversed the district court's decision, noting that
market forces, and not govcrnment, were responsible for the wage
disparities. The court ruled that the statc was under no obligation to
"eliminatc an economic inequality which it did not create."5

THE EQUAL PAY ACT AND JEWISH LAW

Sex-based discrimination in employment is treated in Jewish law as
part of the broader issue of wage discrimination. The ethics of paying
workers uncqual wages for performing the same tasks is discussed in
the Talmudic literature under the rubric of ana 'ah (price fraud).

The law of ona'ah prohibits an individual from knowingly

concluding a transaction at a price which is more favorable to himself
than the competitive norm,6 it being objectionable to prey on the
ignorance of market conditions of one's opposite number in a com-
mercial transaction.? A transaction involving ana'ah is regarded as a
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form Ç)f theft.' We should note that ona'ah applies only when the
price diffcrcntial is assessed by experts to fall outsidc a margin of
error.9 Depending on how widely the price of the subject transaction
departs from the competitive norm, the injured party may have
recourse to void or adjust thc moot transaction. Plaintiff's right to
void the transaction is recognized when the difference between the
salc pricc and the competitive norm is more than onc-sixth.1Q Whcn
the differential is cxactly one-sixth, neither of the parties may
subsequently void the transaction on account of the price discre-
pancy; plaintiff is, howcver, cntitled to full rcstitution of the ona'ah
involved. i i Finally, third-degree ona 'ah occurs when the sales price
differs from the market price by less than one-sixth. Here, the
transaction not only remains binding, but, in addition, complainant
has no legal claim to the differential. 12

Before relating the law of ona 'ah to the labor market, we take
note that Halakhah elassifics an cmploycc as either a day laborer
(po'el) or a piece-worker (kabbelan). What distinguishes the po'el
from the kabbelan is the provision for fixed working hours. While
the po 'els contract obligates him to perform work for his employer at
specificd hours over a given time period, no such elause is ineludcd in
the kabbelan's agreement. 13 Given the controlling nature of the fixed
hour factor, the absence of this provision retains for an employee
kabbelan status even when his contract calls for him to complete thc
project by a specificd datc.14

In his discussion of the law of ona'ah as it pertains to the labor
market, Maimonides (1135-1204) rules that ona'ah applies only to a
kahhelan and not to a po 'eL. i 5 Scvcral strands of ona 'ah law underlie
this ruling: Exegetical interpretation of the source of thc ona'ah
prohibition (" When you sell property to your neighbor, or buy any
from the hand of your neighhor . . ." (Leviticus 25: 14)) establishes
that the prohibition applies only to something which is acquired (by
being passed) from "hand to hand"-excluding land. Since slaves are
assimilated to land, the exemption extends to transactions involving
slaves as wcll.16

Another point of the law of ona'ah is that the prohibition applies
not only to an outright permanent sale, but to rental and hirc as wcll.
The rationale for this extension is that rental and hire are in effect a
"sale" for the duration of the lease. 17 Consequently whenever the law
of ona 'ah docs not apply to a particular sales transaction it also does
not apply to the corresponding rental transaction. Given that the
status of a po 'el is regarded halakhically in certain respects as akin to
slavery, thc law of ona 'ah does not apply to the hiring of a po 'eL. 18

Another authority who formulates the po'els ona'ah exemption
in blanket terms is R. Israel b. Pethahiah Isserlein (1390-1460).
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Advancing his own rationale, R. Isserlein avers that thc po 'el
exemption is rooted in the impossibility of assigning a precise market
value to his services, as the employer would pay a premium for the
services of a po'el when the work at hand requires immediate

attention, failing which a material loss (davar ha-avud) would result.
Similarly, finding himself in economic straits, a job seeker would
presumably accept a Icss than compctitive wage. 19

While blanket exelusion of the po'el from the law of ona'ah
follows from both Maimonides and R. Isserlein, the issue is far from
conelusive. Maimonides, as will be recalled, bases the po 'els ona 'ah
exclusion ultimately on the assimilation of slaves to immovable
property. While Maimonides holds that the immovable property

ona'ah exclusion is absolute,20 many other rishonim do not share this
view. R. Eliezcr b. Samuel of Metz (c. IllS-c. 1198) and others, for
instance, take the position that a price variance of more than one
hundred percent allows plaintiff to void the immovable property
transaction.21 R. Jacob Tam (c. 1100-1171) and others invest plain-
tiff with this right even if thc pricc discrepancy is exactly one hundred
percent.22 Finally, "some authorities," quoted by R. Isaac b. Jacob
Alfasi and R. Asher b. Jehiel, allow plaintiff to invalidate the
agreement even when the price discrepancy is more than one-sixth.23
Thus, if the ona 'ah exemption of the po 'el ultimately rcsts on the
immovable property exclusion, blanket exclusion for the po 'el does
not obtain.

However, Nahmanides, in his discussion of the immovablc
property exemption, avers that the exemption pertains only to the
restitution procedure normally prescribed, but not to the prohibition
against knowingly contracting into ona'ah.24 ~ow, if the ona'ah

exemption of the po'el is rooted in the immovable property exclu-
sion, both the ona 'ah prohibition and the restitution procedure,

albeit in truncated form, may very well apply to this segment of the
labor market.

Wc should note that despite the diversity of opinion as to
whether the ona'ah claim is to be honored in the immovable property
market and, if so, to what extent, R. Shabbetai b. Meir ha-Kohen
(162 i - J 662) rules in accordance with Maimonides.25 The import of
this ruling is to deny the plaintiff judicial remedy for an ona'ah elaim
in the po 'ellabor market as well. Judicial nonintervention in respect
to ona 'ah claims in thc po 'el labor market effectively leaves com-
pliance to the prohibition against contracting into an ona 'ah agree-

ment, as formulated by Nahmanides, i.e. to a system of voluntary
compliance.

Voluntary compliance may, however, prove ineffectual in pre-
venting widespread violations of ona'ah in thc po'ellabor market.
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Correcting the abuses of Halakhah by means of communal legisla-
tion may thcrcfore be indicatcd. What follows is a brief discussion of
the parameters of Jewish communal legislation.

The Jewish community, as a collcctivc, is regarded by Jewish
law as having the legislative status of a court of law or a king.26

Communal enactments, properly legislated, arc thcrefore binding on
all members of the community, ineluding minors, and even those not
yet born.2 We should note that communal legislation enjoys no
halakhic sanction when it comes into conflict with ritual prohibitions
and permissions.28 In matters of civil and criminal law, communal
enactments are, however, generally recognized even if they come into
conflict with a particular rule of H alakhah. 29

The procedural rules prescribed for qualifying legislation arc not
uniform, but vary according to the type of legislation being consid-
ercd. Certain Icgislativc acts arc mandated on the Jewish community.
Minority sponsorship of proposals falling into this category is,
therefore, sufficient to confer upon them legal sanction, making them
binding upon all, ineluding the protesting maiority.30 Qualifying
legislative proposals of the non-mandated type bccomc effective by
means of the majority decision rule.31 Falling into this latter category
is price and wagc legislation.32

Widespread violation of the ona'ah interdict in the po'ellabor
market points to the need for remedial legislation. But finding
appropriatc dcsign of such legislation requires us to first discover the
basis of the ona'ah claim. Toward this end, we will present R. Asher
b. Jehiel's (c. 1250-1327) analysis of third-degrcc ona'ah. Emergent
in his discussion, as will be demonstrated, is an opportunity cost
basis of the ona 'ah elaim.

Noting the absence of any provision for legal rcdress in third-
dcgree ona'ah cases, R. Asher speculates whether it might be
pcrmissible, in thc first instance, to contract into third-degree ona 'ah.

If the legal price, for the purpose of adjudicating ona'ah claims, is
defincd as the range of deviations of less than one-sixth from the
price of the moot transaction, then, posits R. Asher, third-degree

ona'ah is not price fraud at alL. Price should bc defined as a range of
values rather than as a single value, bccause even when buyer and
seller are fully aware of the prevailing norm, each would, even to his
own disadvantage, occasionally contract into a pricc agreement at
variance with thc norm. For example, the vendor might offer to sell
his wares below thc prcvailing market price if he desires to liquidate
his inventory at a faster rate than normal demand conditions permit.
Similarly, the buyer, finding a product to his keen liking, would, on
occasion, offer to pay for it a price above the market norm.
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If price is, however, defined as the price of the next best market
opportunity which was available to plaintiff at the time he entered
into the moot transaction, knowingly contracting into third-degree
ona'ah is prohibited. The absence of legal redress for third-degree
ona'ah would then be explained by the presumption than when the
degree of ona'ah involved is of such a relatively small amount,
plaintiff waives his elaim to restitution. The presumption follows
from our inability to fix the value of the artiele sold. While some
experts would insist that ona 'ah took place, others would just as
vehemently deny it. With the experts divided as to whether ona'ah
occured, and if it did by how much, we may safely presume that the
victim of this possible price discrimination waives his right to

restitution.33
Though offering no definitive resolution of the above dilemma,

R. Asher urgcs the following guidelines for third-degree ona'ah
cases: cognizant of the prevailing norm, an individual should not
contract into a price agreement that departs even slightly from this
value. Should an individual fall victim to third-degree ona'ah, on the
other hand, he should acccpt his loss graciously and exprcss no

complaint. 34

Rationalizing the absence ofrestitution in third-degree ona 'ah in
terms of disgrccmcnt among experts naturally leads to an oppor-
tunity cost basis for the ona 'ah elaim in second and first degree cases.
Experts might argue as to whether plaintiff was victimized by ona'ah
when the price differential is less than one-sixth, but no such
disagreement occurs when the price discrepancy exceeds this leveL. In
the latter instances, plaintiff certainly incurred an opportunity cost as
a result of entering into thc moot transaction. Had he only known of
the better market alternative available to him at that time, he surely
would havc cither demanded modification of the asked price or
withdrawn cntirely.35

Jewish law apparently adopts R. Asher's second approach to

third-dcgree ona 'ah, as evidenced by the prohibition against know-
ingly contracting into it. 36 What follows by logical extension is the
opportunity cost basis of the ona'ah claim.

Further supporting the opportunity cost thesis of the ona 'ah
elaim is the following ruling of R. Jchiel Michel Epstein (1829- 1908).
Noting R. Asher's division-among-experts' rationale of the inad-
missibility of third-degree ona'ah claim, R. Epstein posits that the
claim would bc fully valid if the product market wcre standardizcd.
Here, despite the less than one-sixth price differential, experts would
readily agree that a better alternative was available to plaintiff when
he entered into the moot transactionY What follows, moreover,
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from R. Epstein's analysis of third-degree ona 'ah is the generalization
that the ona'ah elaim is based on opportunity cost.

Further refinement of the opportunity cost basis of the ona 'ah
elaim requires identification of the relevant product market for the
purpose of adjudicating ona'ah cases. Implicit in R. Asher's analysis
of third-degree ona'ah, in our vicw, is a narrow definition of what
constitutes a product market. This narrowncss follows from the fact
that division among experts as to whether or not price fraud took
place is only possible when the products bcing compared have
offsetting advantages and disadvantages. Within this framework,
plaintiff presumably waives his elaim to the differential whcn the
diffcrcncc in price is less than one-sixth. If the difference in price is
onc-sixth or more, the trade-offs involvcd no longer justify thc
presumption of waiver. Differences among experts, would, howcver,
not bc cxpcctcd to cmerge when the subject product contains all the
features of competing products, and in addition, displays a distinc-
tive characteristic as welL. Diffcrcntiation here clearly separates the
subject product from the compctition and confers upon the seller an
clement of monopoly status. Monopoly status, in turn, vitiates the
ona 'ah claim.

Thus, an ona'ah claim lodged against a showcase furniture store
would be invalid if its basis was that the idcntical piece of furniture
was available at that time at a lower price in a catalogue furniture

store. The showcase storc offers differentiation in the form of
product display; its product is traded in a market scparate from the
product of the catalogue store. Thc pricing policy of the latter
establishment is therefore irrelevant in assessing the merit of an
ona'ah claim against the showcase store.

Indeed, one may well argue that within the context of thc
modern product world no two competing products are identicaL.
Differentiation today has advanced considerably beyond the level of
the physical properties of the product. It includes such factors as

proximity to the consumer, convcnience of hours, complementarities
of consumption, product display, and service leveL. With any market
purchase involving some trade-off of offsetting advantages and
disadvantages, the law of ona'ah should have wide operational
significance within the framework of the modern product market.
Relating the above argument for defining a product market in broad
terms to the furniture market leads to the proposition that the

showcase and cataloguc stores should be lump cd together in a single
product market. While the showcase store offcrs differentiation in
the form of product display, thc catalogue store may offer the
convenience of proximity to thc consumer.
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The above argument, in our view, is not entirely valid. Differen-
tiation, as it appears to us, works to erode the distinctiveness of a
competing brand only when a basis exists for presuming that
consumers value the differentiation involved. Pointing clearly in this
direction is thc determining role R. Asher assigns to the agreement or
disagreement of experts in adjudicating ona 'ah cases. Clearly, cost
differences among sellers plays no direct role in judging the merits of
an ona'ah claim. What mattcrs is only the legitimacy of the presump-
tion that consumers want to spend extra money for the differentia-
tion involved. Following this line, proximity to the consumer would
not be regarded as an offsetting advantage for the catalogue store in
the furniture market. Since the furniture market is not a local,
neighborhood market, proximity of the sellcr to the consumer cannot
be said to generate a presumption that consumers are willing to
spend extra money to acquire this advantage. In respcct to the
consumer non-durable market, proximity, within limits, especially in
the in element weather season, may be regarded by consumers as an
advantage to which they attach a pricc significance. Scientific surveys
could prove vcry helpful in identifying which aspccts of differentia-
tion consumers are willing to pay extra money to acquire. Such
information would naturally add a mcasure of refinement to the
above analysis.

Another factor working to limit the operational significance of
the law of ona'ah in the consumer market is the multi-product
character of many firms. Within a multi-product firm market

structure, a particular product may often sell below thc price it can
theoretically command in the marketplace. Rcflecting an investment
stratagcm, the bargain price is designed either to attract customers to
complementary products offered by the same seller or to generate
good will for the purpose of increasing future ~ales. Since the
discount represents a voluntary income transfer between the seller
and the buyer, that price does not serve as a measure of the objective
market value of the product. Using the discount price as a measure of
the markct opportunity cost plaintiff incurred as a result of entering
into the moot transaction is, in our view, inappropriate. What more
precisely measures plaintiff's altcrnative market opportunity is the
price the competing outlct could have commanded at that time. In
contradistinction to market price, economists call the latter pricc the
"shadow" price of the article.

The above formulation of law of ona'ah results in a narrow
application of this interdict as it pertains to thc labor market.

Because uniquc supply and demand factors impingc upon every
labor negotiation, identification of the relevant labor market for the
purpose of adjudicating an ona'ah claim is, at times, very elusivc.
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Regulating the internal labor market of a firm would thereforc

appcar to be the primary target for Icgislation designed to end
perceived widespread abuses of ona'ah. Ona'ah legislation, accord-
ingly, would prohibit a firm, during a given hiring period, to engage
in wage discrimination with respect to a particular job title. Covcragc
under the legislation would obtain when both thc job title as well as
the qualifications for the job are well-defined. Here, anyone hired for
the position could legitimately compare himself to other pcoplc hircd
by the firm for the same position. If complainant was hired at a lower
wagc than his colleagues, the opportunity cost basis of his ona'ah
claim would be readily apparent. Had plaintiff only known that his
employer was paying someone else a higher wage for the same job
title, intensive bargaining might very well have raised the employer's
offer.

We should note that ona'ah legislation in no way constrains a
firm from instituting a pay scale based on such criteria as seniority,
merit, or output. Such criteria mcrely identify diffcrentiation within
the firm's own internal labor market. Establishing pay increments on
the basis of artificial or vague criteria, however, amounts to no more
than a circumvention of thc law of ona'ah.

Basing an ona'ah claim on the external labor market runs into
the difficulties of both defending the appropriateness of regarding the
comparison job and thc job at hand as belonging to the same labor
markct as wcll as proving that plaintiff incurred an opportunity cost.

Ilustrating the difficulty of proving an opportunity cost when
the ona 'ah elaim is based on the external labor market is the
following case. Mesader, a recent law school graduate, secures a job
at Emet (a small, newly established law firm) at a salary of $60,000.
Subsequent to learning that the starting salary at Yatsiv (a large,
well-established law firm) is $75,000, Mesader lodges an ona 'ah elaim
against Emet. Emct counters that employment at Yatsiv was not a
viable alternative for Mesader, as this firm hires only thc top
graduating students from the most prestigious law schools. Mes-

ader's crcdcntials, Emet contends, would not even gain him an
interview with that firm.

Slightly changing the assumptions of our model provides the
setting for demonstrating the difficulty of identifying the relevant
labor market for the purpose of adjudicating thc ona'ah elaim.

Suppose Mesader's crcdcntial qualify him to be hired at Yatsiv.
Instead of applying at Yatsiv, Mesadcr interviews with Emet and
manages to negotiate a salary higher than what Yatsiv pays for the
same job title. Subsequcntly, Emet lodges an ona'ah elaim against
Mesader. Defendant counters that as far as the ona'ah claim is
concerned Emet and Yatsiv should not be considered to be in the
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same labor market. Given the risk aversion preference of the
marketplace, Yatsiv employees would only bc interested in working
for Emct at the same highcr salary he negotiated for himself. Yatsiv
employees purposely trade off the prospect of a higher salary for the
security, prestigc, and possibilities for advancement that employment
at Yatsiv entails.38

REVEALED PREFERENCE AND THE ONA'AII CLAIM

Within the framework of a differentiated labor market, a job seeker
may find that a particular feature of an employment opportunity is
so appealing that he is willing to accept the offer, forgoing the
possibility of securing a higher salary elsewhere by continuing the
search proccss. Exelaiming at ajob intcrview that a particular feature
of the employment opportunity at hand makes the salary offer well
worth it may work to nullify for the job seeker a subsequcnt ona'ah
elaim. Analysis of the following Talmudic text at Bava Metsia 58b is
most relevant in this regard:

R. .Judah said. . . an animal or a pearl is not subject to ona'ah, because one
desires to match them. Said they (the SagesJ to him, but one wishes to match
up everything! And R. .Judah?- These are particularly important to him (the
purehaser J; others are not. And to what extent? Said Amemar: up to their
value.

Intcrpreting R. Judah's argument "one desires to match them,"
Rashi (R. Solomon b. Isaac, 1040-1145) comments that the produc-
tivity of a strong, healthy work animal is adversely affected whcn it is
teamed togcther with a weak, indolcnt bcast. Realizing this, the
owncr of a strong work animal seeks to harness his beast with an
animal of like nature. Similarly, the owner of a precious jewel secks

to enhance its beauty by combining it in the same setting with
another stone.39 Given the strong likelihood that the acq uisition of an
animal or pearl affords the purchaser this advantage, R. Judah
denies plaintiff's ona'ah elaim.

The Sages reject R. Judah's reasoning on the grounds that the
purchase of any commodity may involve complementarities in
consumption. Just as price fraud elaims are normally not denied on
the basis of possible complementarities in consumption enjoyed by
the injured party, so too should the ona'ah claim not be discarded on
thcse grounds when the sale object is an animal or pearL. The import
of R. Judah's rejoinder is clcar. Compared to other commodities, the
likelihood that the purchase generated complcmcntarities in con-

sumption is much stronger when the sale object is an animal or pearL.
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While most Talmudic decisions rcjcct R. Judah's position in
favor of the Sages' vicw,40 R. Aaron Walkin (1865-1942) suggests
that perhaps R. Judah's view should not be discarded entirely. What
leads him to this hypothesis is R. Yom Tov Ishbili's (1270-1342)
ruling that a declaration on the part of the buyer at the time he
entered into the transaction that the purchase was subjectively worth
to him the entire sum demanded, forfeits for him thcreby any
subsequent ona'ah claim.41 Rather than understand R. Ishbili's view
as following R. Judah's minority position,42 R. Walkin posits that
when an explicit declaration of subjective equivalencc is made by the
buyer at thc timc he enters into thc transaction, everyone is in
agreement that the deelaration amounts to a waiver of any possible
ona'ah claim.43.

Rcconciliation of R. Walkin's insight with thc opportunity cost
basis of the ona 'ah elaim is readily possible under the assumption
that the declaration of subjective equivalence nullifies a subsequent

ona'ah claim only when the product market involved is hetero-
geneous. Here, the declaration amounts to a statement of willingness
to discontinue further market search for the item at hand out of fear
that continuation of the search may result in making the exact item at
hand unavailable. If the product market is homogeneous, the dec-
laration of subjcctive equivalence cannot be understood as an
exprcssion of fear that furthcr market search might jeopardizc the
availability of the item at hand. Rather, the declaration merely

amounts to an admission on the part of the buyer that for him the
purchase entails a windfalL. Given the availability of the idcntical
item elsewhere, the declaration of subjective equivalcnce should not
nullify for the purchaser a subsequcnt ona 'ah claim, as the purchase
entailed for him an opportunity cost.

Let us now apply R. Walkin's insight, along the lines wc
suggcsted, to the labor markct. Suppose in the course of his inter-
view with Emet, Mesader expresses initial dissatisfaction with their
$60,000 salary offer. Upon learning that professor Yashar, his former
law school professor, is now a partner at Emct, Mesader changes his
attitude sharply. Recalling both his brilliant acadcmic record in
professor Yashar's class as well as the close personal relationship he
cstablished with him, Mesader excitedly exelaims that working under
professor Yashar makes the salary offer well worth it for him.
Subscquent to accepting Emet's offer, Mesader learns that Yatsiv
pays $75,000 for the samc job title. While there is no dcnying that
Mesader qualifies for the Yatsiv position, the latter's pronouncement
that he attaches a monetary valuc to work under his former professor
amounts to a deelaration that this feature of the Emet position makes
it worthwhile for him to end his search for a job. The possibility of
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landing a higher paying job is traded off for the elimination of the
risk of ending up with a job with an unpredictable work cnviron-

ment. The ona'ah elaim is hence denied.

LABOR EXPLOITATION IN ECONOMIC THEORY
A~D HALAKHAH

In a competitive labor market, the firm has no control over the pricc
of labor and thereforc takes the wage rate of a particular labor skill
as a datum. Profit maximization considerations force the firm to hire
workers of a particular skill up to the point where the anticipatcd
increase in total rcvenue it stands to gain by the hiring, called the
marginal revcnue product of that worker (MRP), is just equal to the
increase in total cost the contemplated hiring entails.

Labor exploitation occurs when the worker is rcmuncrated in
accordance with his minimum wage demand rather than in accord-
ance with the MRP of the last worker of his skill that was hired. One
circumstance that produccs this result is the monopsony casco Here,
for the entire geographic base of the labor market only a single

employer bids for the services of the workcrs. Given that the labor
force docs not benefit from the competitive bidding among cmploy-
ers, the wage rate gravitates to the wage demand of the last worker
hired.

Monopsony power similarly occurs when employers band
together into a cartel and act as a single unit in hiring a particular
skill, e.g. electricians. Here, too, the wage rate the workers receive
will fall below the MRP of the last worker hired.

Adopting the view that ona'ah is essentially an opportunity cost
claim leads to the rejection from the standpoint of Jewish law of the
above formulation of labor exploitation. Provided the worker did
not incur an opportunity cost as a result of entering into his present
employment, paying him below his MRP is not unethical per se.
Moreover, awarencss on the part of the job seeker that the salary
offer was tendered out of conviction that his MRP for the firm does
not exceed that figure, works, it appears to us, to invalidate an
othcrwise legitimate ona 'ah elaim.

Supportive of the above line is an exemption case of the law of
ona'ah, called sclling on trust (nosé be-emunah). Selling on trust is
identified as occurring when the vendor divulges to his prospective
buyer both his cost price and his proposed profit margin. Should the
buyer agree to these terms and consummate the transaction with a
kinyan, a subsequent finding that the final price involved ona'ah does
not allow plaintiff to modify the original transaction in any man-
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ner.44 Agreeing to allow the vendor a specified profit margin
dcmonstratcs on thc part of thc buyer a lack of concern with the
objective value of the commodity. Since realization of the agreed-
upon profit rate required the sale to be concluded at the stipulated
price, subsequent ona'ah claims are denied.45

The analogue of the above case in the labor market entails the
following elements: Mesader, our promising recent law school gradu-
ate, interviews with Emet, the smaller law firm. While praising his
credentials, Emet points out that it will not be able to bill clients for
more than $50 an hour for Mcsadcr's services. Charging a fee above
this figure runs the risk of pricing themselves out of the market. This
fee is then used as a basis for making a $60,000 salary offer to
Mesadcr. Subsequent to accepting thc offer, Mesader learns that
Yatsiv, the larger, prestigious law firm, offers $75,000 for the same
job title. Mesader lodges an ona'ah claim against Emet. While not
dcnying that Mcsader's crcdcntials qualify him for employment at
Yatsiv, Emet counters that Yatsiv bills clients at $75 an hour for the
type of legal work Mesader does. Since Mesadcr's MRP is higher at
Yatsiv than it is at Emct, the ona'ah claim should be denied, despite
the opportunity cost the latter incurred by entering into employment
with Emet.

CLASS DISCRIMINATION AND JEWISH LAW

A variant of the cases discussed above occurs when wage discrimina-
tion for a particular job title is not sporadic but rather reflects a

systematic bias against a particular elass of people. To illustratc,
suppose accounting firms are found to systematically pay blacks
lower salaries than whitcs for the same job title. Since blacks are
systematically discriminated against, the ona 'ah cannot be viewed as
an opportunity cost elaim, even in respect to thc intrafirm case.
Barring wage discrimination by class by means of legislative edict can
therefore not find its inspirational source in the law of ona 'ah. While
elimination of this practice falls within thc price-wage legislative

prerogative of the Jewish community, a case must bc madc that
halakhic norms demand such legislation.

V oting on Icgislative proposals, according to Halakhah, must
not be dictated by self-interest, but rather should bc guided by one's
perception of what is in the public's interest.46 Public interest entails
both cquity and cfficiency considcrations. Toward the end of build-
ing an halakhic case for legislation designed to climinate wage

discrimination by elass, we will present both an equity and an
efficiency-supporting argument.
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CLASS DISCRIMINATIO~ A="D THE
DARKHEI NO'AM PRINCIPLE

Systematic wage discrimination for equal work against a particular
group rooted in some irrelevant personal character such as race or
national origin generates strong feelings of frustration, bitterness,
and resentment among those victimized by the practice. Failure to
ban the practice legitimizes exploitative economic relations. Indeed,
before the passage of the EP A, as Fogel notes, some union-employer
contracts provided for a dual wage structure between men and
women for equal work. These arrangements were the result of both
union willingncss to permit only limited employment of women at a
lower wage and employer willingness to guarantee a certain amount
or proportion of employment of malesY

Allowing exploitation to exist in the economic sphere may allow
the behavior to spill over into many othcr arcas of interpcrsonal

relations. Societal toleration of economic exploitation hence ulti-
mately assaults humaneness, generosity, and compassion.

Promotion of a harmonious social order is one of the ultimate
aims of thc precepts and commands of the Torah. This goal,
according to Rav Joseph (4th cen.) is expressed in the verse:
Derakheha darkhei no'am-"Her ways are ways of pleasantness"
(Proverbs 3: 17).48 Many ordinances introduced by the Sages were
motivated by a desire to either defuse or prevent the emergence of
dissension in society.49

One enactmcnt, particularly analogous to the matter at hand,
involves the rights of a fisherman, operating in the public domain, to
thc fish caught on his fishing line. Fish caught on the line do not
become the automatic posscssion of thc owner, as an individual's
implements do not acquire possesion for him unless they can be
classified as a receptable. Since the line does not acquire for the
fisherman, snatching away the catch before the fisherman takes

physical possession cannot be regarded as robbery. Nonetheless, such
action assaults society's notion of fairness. Accordingly, the Sages
branded such action as robbery by dint of rabbinical law. 50

WAGE DISCRIMINA TIO~ Al"D ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY

Economic efficiency also points to thc dcsirability of banning wagc
discrimination. Let us assume an initial condition of wage discrimi-
nation in the carpentry profession. Whites are compensated at $25 an
hour, a wage rate equal to their MRP. While the MRP of blacks is
equal to that of their white counterparts, blacks receive only $15 an
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hour. Discrimination has the effect of driving blacks to enter relatcd
fields, such as masonry, where their incomes will be highcr than their
expccted earnings in carpentry.

Within the framcwork of a competitive marketplace this dual
wage rate cannot persist for long. It will be quickly learned that
maintaining a prejudice is an expcnsive proposition. Profit-maximiz-
ing behavior will drive firms to substitutc black for white carpcnters.
This substitution will continue until the MRP of black carpenters is
no more than the firm pays them. As the above adjustment process
unfolds, the relative scarcity of the different categories of labor

changcs. With the profit motive driving employers more and more to
vicw black and white carpenters interchangeably, the relative scarcity
of carpenters diminishes and the $25 wagc rate for this catcgory of
labor is driven below its initial leveL. Simultaneously, the exit of
blacks from the masonry industry increases the relative scarcity of
workers in that industry and should rcsult in a higher wage there.

Kotwithstanding the above change in relative wages, the pri-
mary source of the incrcased income for black carpenters is not the
reduced income of white carpenters. Rather, the extra income for
black workers primarily comes from the extra output that their
higher productivity in their new employment brings compared with
the lower productivity enforced by discrimination. Socicty as a whole
hcnce benefits from the elimination of wage discrimination. Banning
wage discrimination for equal work, accordingly, merely accelerates
the disappearance of a practice which economic self-interest would
have in any case worked to climinate.

ST A nSnCAL GEI\ERALIZA nON AND
WAGE DISCRIMINA noI\

Systematic discrimination against a class of people is, however, not
always rooted in bigotry and erroneous belicf. Statistical sex discrim-
ination provides a case in point. This occurs when hiring decisions

are based on differences between male and female averages on

predictions of productivity. If women, for example, have highcr
turnover rates than men, employers will hesitate to hire women in
jobs in which they will provide expensive training, screening out even
thosc women who would have staycd for decades. Sincc men and
women have overlapping distributions on virtually all characteristics,
using sex-group means to estimate applicants' productivities results
in mistaken predictions for individuals above or below thc mean for
their sex.

Notwithstanding thc mistaken predictions that result from sta-
tistical generalizations, use of this method, as Englard points out, is
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an efficient approach of hiring for the firm. How is an employer to
prcdict how long an applicant will stay with the firm, or how
successful a managerial style hc or she has? Because of this unccr-
tainty and the cost of information, basing predictions on averages for
easily recognizable groups may save more in screening costs than is
lost by the non-optimal work forcc that results.51

When unequal pay for equal work is rooted in statistical
generalizations, banning the practice works to bias employers against
candidates whom they perceive to have a lower MRP than the
gcncral pool of applicants they face. Ironically, for workers suffering
under the bias, wage discrimination may be preferable.

Under thc EPA, consistent differcnccs in the employment costs,
productivity, and training participation of men and women con-
stitute justifiable grounds for paying unequal wages for what
appears, on the surface, to be equal work. Statistical sex discrimina-
tion docs not, however, qualify as an exception, as the courts have
held that the higher cost or lower productivity must be shown for
each individual female employee. 

52

While an equal pay act gives the impression of worsening the
marketability of below-average MRP candidates for a particular job,
the plight of thesc workers, as it appears to us, does not necessarily

deterioratc under this legislation. Profit maximization considerations
in any case drives the firm to substitute cheaper labor for more
expensive labor. If the law prohibits a dual wage ratc within the
framework of a single job title, the firm has every incentive to
redefine job titles. To illustratc, if statistical generalization tells thc
firm that women are icss attached to the labor force than men, the
various duties of the subject job title would be analyzed in tcrms of
job attachment. Such an analysis might indicate the appropriateness
of crcating a new job titlc. The new job title would retain only
components of the old job title whose performance would not suffer
appreciably on account of intermittency. Should thc surviving con-
tents provc too meager to justify a job title additional duties could be
found by reorganizing other jobs in the work scene.

Under the EPA, the courts have ruled that the requirement of
equal pay extends even to jobs that are only substantially the same.
In Wetzel v. Liberty Mutual Insurance Company, for instance, the
court ruled that the diffcrcnce in working conditions between claim
adjustors (men) and elaim representatives (women) was insignificant
and therefore did not justify "unequal" pay. Men typically used their
cars to examine elaims in various locations while women handlcd
claims from an office building. 

53

In his critique of the EP A, Fogel contends that the operation of
the law now limits the ability of firms to create variations of old job
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titles with the result that the goal of minimizing labor costs has been
hampered. A case in point is Shultz v. Wheaton Glass Company. 

54

Wheaton is a large manufacturer of glass containers. The operation
in question involvcd the inspection and packaging of glass bottles
manufactured in the company's plant. This job was performed by
"selector-packcrs" who picked glass containers by hand from a
conveyor belt, visually inspecting them, and packed those accepted
into adjacent cardboard cartons. In late 1967, 230 of the selector-

packers were women, employed at $2.14 an hour; 276 were males,
employed at $2.35 an hour. The males had sixteen additional dutics
not required of females (according to the trial court's opinion). The
additional duties included lifting of cartons in excess of 35 pounds,
mcchanical adjustments to equipment, and other miscellaneous

tasks. The differentiation of male and female jobs was the result of a
collective bargaining agrccmcnt.

In bringing this case, the U.S. Department of Labor alleged that
the male and fcmale selector-packers performed equal work and that
the occasional performance of additional tasks by males was merely

incidental to the total job cycle and did not make thc malc and female
jobs uncqual. The district court rejected these contentions, finding
instead that Wheaton had proven the jobs to be unequal by showing
that "men are requircd to cxert additional effort, to possess addi-
tional skill, and to have additional responsibility." The decision of
the district court was reversed by the Court of Appeals. Cited among
the various reasons for the reversal were: (I) the district court had
made no finding that all male selector-packers pcrformcd many or all
of the additional tasks; (2) the additional duties performed by male
selector-packers were also carricd out by 37 "snap up" boys who did
these heavy duties exclusively and were paid only $2.16 an hour for
doing so, just two ccnts more than the rate paid females; and (3) the
motive for the crcation of two jobs from the original single one
"elearly appears to have been to keep women in a subordinate role."

Critical on all three counts, Fogel regards the first reason for thc
reversal as far too restrictive. What made the male and female jobs
diffcrcnt and unequal in Wheaton Glass is that thc male job required
the capacity to perform the extra duties and this capacity had to be
paid for, regardless of variation in its actual use by job incumbents.

The second reason for rcvcrsing the Wheaton trial court, in
Fogel's view, was also faulty. First, in deciding whether a pay
differential bctwccn two job titles violates EP A, the only relevant
comparison is between the subject job titles. Bringing into play the
duties of a third, unassociated job stretches thc covcragc of thc Act
beyond its intent. Moreover, Wheaton may very well have regarded
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the part of a worker for a wage higher than the current scale amounts
to a demand for a clear-cut "premium" wage. Just as the law of
preference does not require the sellcr to confer a clear-cut discount to
a preferred customer, it likewise does not demand of an employer to
give a workcr a clear-cut premium wagc.

Economic expansion will also produce instability in the wage
rate. Reversing the scenario described above, an increase in aggregate
spending will result in a multiple expansion of income. Wage rates
will not, howcver, instantaneously adjust upward, as the initial
response of firms to the increased demand they face will bc to
increase the number of labor hours they require rather than to hire
more workers.

Given the instability of the wage rate in economic expansion, the
law of preference should be operative with respect to its employmcnt
preference requirement. Moreover, given the upward pressure the
wage rate is under, the job seeker's requcst for a wage above the
current scalc cannot bc equated with a demand for a clear-cut
premium wage. Both the employment and the favorable wagc
trcatment aspects of the law of preference should therefore be

operative in the above case.
Scveral caveats should, however, be noted. (I) To avoid internal

dissension, an cmployer generally cannot practice wage discrimina-
tion. Acccding to the job seekcr's dcmand for a wage increment even
slightly abovc the current scale requircs him to adjust the entire
payroll upward. What appears on the surface to be but a "small"
differential amounts to a substantial cost for the employcr. Since the
law of preference operates only to requirc a small loss for the
rcquestcd party, the dcmand for the differential wage is invalid.

(2) Economic expansion is a macrocconomic phenomenon.
Within this expansionary environment, particular firms may be
contracting. If the economic expansion has not yet impacted on the
firm faced with the job seeker's demand for the premium wage, the
request is invalid. Supporting the firm's defense, in our view, would
be documentation showing that in the immediate recent period the
average work week did not increase.

Let us now turn to the operation of the law of preference in a
monopsony market structure. Monopsony market structure dichoto-
mizes into the discriminatory and non-discriminatory cases.

In the non-discriminatory case, the monopsonist sets the wage
rate at the minimum wage demand of the last workcr he wants to
hire. Since the firm will be hiring the number of workers who want to
work at that wage ratc, the wage rate the monopsonist sets should

not only be described as well-defined but as an equilibrium one as
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welL. Suspension of the law of preference entirely is therefore
indicated in this case.

In the discriminatory case, the monopsonist's objective is to
minimize his wage bilL. Instead of paying all workers the minimum
wage demand of the last worker hired, the monopsonist attempts to
pay each worker individually according to his minimum wage
demand. Since the wage rate here is not well-defined, the law of
preference in all its aspccts should be operative.

COMPARABLE WORTH AND JEWISH LAW

We now turn our attention to Judaism's attitude toward the compar-
able worth issue.

Given that the proposal entails the comparison of essentially
dissimilar jobs, the law of ona 'ah is entirely irrelevant in evaluating
the merits of this issue from the standpoint of Jewish law.

The comparable worth proposal does, however, fall squarely
within the legislative purview of the Jewish community. Legislative
proposals in Jewish society, as will be recalled, must be considercd on
the basis of their impact on society's welfare rather than from the
perspective of self-interest. Aspects of the comparable worth pro-
posal relevant to Halakhah includc the equity issue, its cffect on
employment and its impact on the institution of marriage. Economic
analysis is helpful in elucidating each of thcse issues.

COMPARABLE WORTH AND EQUITY

Pay equity, according to comparable worth advocates, demands that
dissimilar jobs of equivalent worth be paid the same wages. If this is
not done, the occupant of the lower-paying job is justified in claiming
that he or she is a victim of ilegal discrimination. One of the most
important findings of the evaluation tests of dissimilar jobs is that
women employed in female-dominated occupations are significantly
underpaid as against men in male-dominatcd occupations. Applying
the pay equity critcrion of comparable worth leads thcrefore to the
conclusion that widespread illegal sex discrimination exists in the
United States today.

Economic thcory rcsoundly rejects the abovc condemnation of
the male-female earnings gap. Rather than reflecting a systematic
bias on the part of employers, the gap is rationalized on the basis of
free choice on the part of labor force participants. Occupational

choice results in women being crowded into certain jobs. Relative
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abundance of the particular skills women have is hence what
ultimately accounts for their lower earnings relative to men.

Women's occupational choices vary from men's because ex-
pected lifetimc labor force commitment varies. Men expect to remain
in the labor force their entire working lives. Women, on the other
hand, expect that their patterns of labor force participation will be
characterized by intermittency due to childbearing responsibilities
and other familial obligations.

Because women generally regard their labor force commitment
as intermittent, they choose occupations which are most compatible
with child rearing and familial obligations. Most attractive to them
thereforc are occupations characterized by such features as easy entry
and exit and availability of flexible hours and part-time work.
Women hence crowd into such professions as nursing, elementary
school teaching, operative and sales work, and household work.

Adding refinement to the above insight is Polachek's analysis of
the phenomenon of occupational depreciation and appreciation.
Occupational depreciation refers to the rate at which the skills a job
requires depreciate when not in use. Occupational appreciation refers
to the rate at which ncw skills are learned on the job. Those

occupations with low appreciation rates, i.e., jobs which allow for
very little or no skill advancement, have relatively flat earnings
curves. Wages rise very littc as one's experience in that occupation
increases. Those occupations with high appreciation rates have steep
earnings curves. Because of the costs associated with training, wages
are relatively low at the beginning of the work experience. Skills arc
enhanced with experience, and wages respond accordingly.

Because womcn often regard their attachment to the labor force
as intermittent, they naturally arc drawn to occupations with low
depreciation rates and those with the highest starting salaries, whose
payoff comes quickly, not at some future date when they likely will
be out of the labor force.

Extending the above line of reasoning, women do not find it
optimal to invest in as much on-the-job training as men or in as much
quality of schooling.62

What follows from Polachek's theory is that it is erroneous to
attribute low wages in womcn's occupations to discrimination whcn
it is really women themselves who, by their rational behavior, are
bloating supply and keeping their own wages low.

Another consideration for the equity question in the comparable
worth issue is William's finding that the earnings gap between the
sexes is in reality a marriage gap rather than a gender gap. Men and
women who are equally attached to the labor force do receive equal
pay for comparable work. Women who have never married show
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much stronger labor market attachment than women who are
married and living with their husbands. To bc specific, never-married
women with a college education spend 88.9% of their working years
in the labor force, while married women with the same education
spend only 36.4% of their working years in the labor force. Among
men and women who have never married, women earn 99% as much
as men, whcrc among people who are married and have never been
divorced, women earn only a third as much as men.63

In comparing male and female incomes in the Canadian econ-
omy, Block also found that marital status almost entirely accounted
for the earnings gap. That is, marriage increases male earnings and
reduces female earnings.

Research has brought to light a variety of reasons for this
occurrence. Wives, more often than husbands, take on a higher and
disproportionate share of child care and homemaking. A woman is
more likely to give up her job if her husband rcceives a better job
elsewhere, to interrupt her career for domestic reasons, to place her
home and family ahead of her job or profession, and even pur-
posefully to keep her earnings below that of her spouse's. While it is
impossible to quantify the effects of such phenomena in incrcasing
disparity between married male and female incomes, there can be
litte doubt that their influence is substantial.64

The above findings call into question the proposition that
employers discriminate against all women simply because some
married women pull down women's average degree of labor market
attachment. Instead, it appears that never-married men and never-
marricd womcn, whose degree of labor market attachment is about
equal, earn about equal pay.

Given the crucial role marital status plays in cxplaining the
earnings gap, the gap could very well ref1ect society's tendency to pay
a price, as it were, to maintain the traditional role differcntiation
between men and women. Drawing upon the economic literature that
theorizes that societal perceptions of fairness influence relative
wages, Sorensen suggcsts that the current advantage employers enjoy
with respect to womei:'s work reflects the cultural bias against
women participating in the labor market as equals with men.
Accordingly, thc carnings gap would be totally in accord with
societal notions of fairness. 65

COMPARABLE WORTH AND EMPLOYMENT

Raising the relative pay of low-paid jobs held prcdominantly by
women may very well represent a mixed blessing for the target group.
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Whilc thc welfare of those hircd at the higher wage would improve,
employers, in all probability, would reduce their demand for such
jobs. Take the casc of nurses. With nurses' pay higher, othcr things
being cqual, hospitals would have less incentive than before to
substitute nurses' work for doctors'. At the same time, they would
have more incentivc to substitute the work of nurses' aides and
orderlies for that of nurses. They would also buy more automatic
equipment to allow each nurse to handlc morc patients. Fewer nurses
would be hired, and some already on the job might be laid off.
Presumably, those who kept their jobs would tend to be those from
the best nursing schools or perhaps thosc with the most experience.

Thus, implementation of comparable worth would be most helpful to
those wholcast need the help.

Another likely effect of comparable worth would be to attract
mcn into occupations such as nursing and secretarial work now
dominated by women. Under the new, more competitive conditions,
some women would prosper. These would be women with the best
cducations, the strongest job skills, and the fewest distracting family
commitments.

Finally, as comparable worth raised pay in women's occupations
and attracted men into them, thc characteristics of those occupations
that attracted women into them in the first place would change.
Many American women work to help their families, which arc thcir
chicf concerns. This motivc stccrs women into work with such
features as easy entry and exit and availability of flexible hours and
part-time work. But if jobs such as nursing and secretarial work paid
more, cmployers would have less incentive to tailor jobs to suit the
needs of such women. They would begin to insist on stronger job
attachment, just as thcy have in occupations dominated by men.
Experience and training would begin to count for more. With fewer

positions open and people of both sexes applying for thc jobs,
employers would be more likely to pass over women who wanted to
work just to help their family.66

COMPARABLE WORTH AND THE
INSTITUTION OF MARRIAGE

One final factor in considering the merits of the comparable worth
proposal, from the pcrspective of Jewish law, is its impact on thc
institution of marriage. In Jewish teaching, marriagc and family life
are regarded as integral parts of the divine plan.67 All human beings
are necessarily incompletc without a mate, and it is through marriage
that completion is achieved. fiR Notwithstanding that womcn, unlike
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men,69 are not commanded to marry,70 Judaism regards marriagc as
the ideallifcstylc for both sexes.

Rabbi Samson R. Hirsch (1808-1888) derivcs the above dictum
from the following biblical verse: "And God said: it is not good that
man shall be alone; I shall make him a helpmate unto him" (Genesis
2: 18). Take note, R. Hirsch points out, that thc Torah does not say
that it was not good for man to be alone, but rather: "This is not
good, Man being alone." As long as Man stands alone it is already
not yet good; the goal of pcrfection which thc world is to attain
through him will never be reached as long as he stands alone.71

On a most basic level, marriage is an ideal even for women who
are not commanded to marry, because it is within this relationship
that hesed, i.e., loving-kindness, can achieve its highest form. Hesed
is the basis of all Jewish ethics and is the charactcr trait that must
underlie all interpersonal relationships. Rcalization of the idcal of
hesed obtains whcn an individual gives to another out of a sense of
eloseness and identification with that other's needs. One who gives
out of hesed does so because the other's nccd is as real to him as his
own. Marriage realizes hesed in its highest form when the relation-
ship becomes to the partncrs a oneness in the form of existential
commitment and a metaphysical fusion of souls.72

Marriage is an ideal for women from another standpoint as welL.
The command of passing thc Torah on to the following generations,
according to l\ahmanides73 and R. Bahya b. Asher74 (d. c. 1340),
includcs passing on the experience of rcvelation, as symbolized by the
fire of Sinai, and the content of revelation as symbolized by the voice
from Sinai. The former task, R. Bahya posits, is more important, for
"if one forgets the experiencc hc will end up by denying the
content."75 In connection with the obligation to transmit the Torah,

Moshe Rabbeinu was instructed: "Thus shall you say to the house of
Jacob and tell the children of Isracl" (Exodus 19: 13). The rabbis take
"the house of Jacob" to refer to the womcn and "the children of
Israel" to refer to the men. Given the inclusion of both men and
women in the the transmission obligation, Rabbi Aaron Soloveichik
posits that the primary task of women is to pass on the experiencc of
revelation, while the primary task of men is to pass on the content of
the revelation.76

What effect would the comparablc worth proposal havc on the
institution of marriage? Economic analysis, as presented earlier,
indicates a negative impact. Under comparable worth, substantially
less women will find jobs compatible with child rearing and family
responsibilities. This follows from thc various substitutions employ-
ers will put into effect in rcsponse to the higher wage rate they must
pay for jobs currently dominated by women. Other factors that
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would tend to work to crowd out women from their traditional jobs,
as will be recalled, inelude the increased competition with men for
thosc jobs as well as the expected unwillingness on the part of

employers under the new competitive conditions to tailor-make these
jobs for women with family rcsponsibilities.

DARKHEI NO 'A M A~D COMPARABLE WORTH

Both the intcnsity and the momentum of the comparable worth
movement reflect a widesprcad social outrage against the wage
treatment of womcn today. Does the Darkhei No'am principle
discussed earlier require the legislative body of the halakhic society to
at least partially accommodate the demands of this movcmcnt as a
means of quieting dissension and ill-feeling? Analysis of the nature of
the dissatisfaction behind the comparable worth movcment indicates,
however, only a necd to address the root cause of the dissension but
not to follow the prescription of comparable worth.

The pay gap between men and women existed long before the
comparable worth movement gained its current popularity. Coinci-
dental with the growth of thc comparable worth movement has been
the dramatic increase in the rate of participation of women in the
labor market. In 1950, 70% of the American households were headed
by men whosc income was the sole source of family income. In 1984,
less than 15% of families fit this traditional mold.77 Somc of the
stridcncy for the comparable worth proposal comes from the ranks
of women who have voluntarily and involuntarily adopted the singles
lifestyle or who believe that this lifcstyle should be availablc as a
viable option for women. Since financial indepcndence and career
fulfillment is madc difficult by the relatively low wages of women in
female-dominated occupations, the enthusiasm of this group for the
comparable worth proposal is understandable.

Participation of women in the labor force on a full-timc basis is,
however, not the norm. In 1984, only about 46% of married womcn
held down full-time jobs.78 The motivation of most women in
cntcring the labor force is merely to help out their familics finan-
cially.79 The current stridency for the comparable worth proposal is
therefore symptomatic of a financial strain in the institution of
marriagc.

The Darkhei No 'am principle, as it appcars to us, does not
require the Jewish legislative body to meet the demands of every
embittered group just for the sake of cnding dissension. Rather, the
principle merely requircs the legislative body to address the root
cause of the disscnsion and take remedial action. Since directly
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meeting the demands of comparable worth proponents both encour-
ages a lifestyle antithetical to the Torah ideal and works to weaken
the institution of marriage, rejection of the proposal is indicated. The
underlying financial strain the institution of marriage is suffering

under must, however, be addressed. Remedial action to strcngthen
the institution of marriage is indicated. Revamping the tax system in
the form of calling for more generous deductions for dependents as
well as tax credits for tuition payments represents one approach to
the problem.

Economic analysis is not only helpful in pointing to the weak-
ness of the equity argument for comparable worth, but, in addition,
can demonstrate that the very group the proposal is designed to help
will fare worse. At the same time, the analysis indicates that the
proposal would both exert a negative impact on the institution of
marriage and encourage lifestyles antithetical to Jewish values. All
considerations therefore point to Jewish law's rejection of the

comparable worth proposaL.
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